CHRISTIE
POST DRIVER

THE ORIGINAL TOOL PREFERRED BY
CONTRACTORS WORLDWIDE
MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA
by CHRISTIE engineering

major features

CHRISTIE

TM

+ C OMMERCIAL GRADE TOOL
+ 3 YEAR WARRANTY
+ lightweight and portable
+U
 P TO 500 POSTS PER LITRe

ENGINEERING
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driver
range

CHPD78

major features
+ SPRING DAMPENED HANDLES
+ 1720BPM drive pickets into
hardest ground in seconds

+R
 ELIABLE HONDA MOTOR
+ S UITS STANDARD STAR & Y POSTS

The Christie Post Driver was developed
by Christie Engineering to suit the harsh
Australian environment. Weighing
13.5kg for the CHPD52 and 15.5kg for the
CHPD78, both models are lightweight
and portable but still able to drive posts
as swiftly as much larger and heavier
hydraulic and pneumatic tools.

CHPD52

POST					CHPD52
Earth rod stakes				

*

Standard star pickets and posts
Diameter up to 52mm

The high impact hammer action of 1720BPM
will drive steel fence pickets into the hardest
ground in a matter of seconds and the
portable design allows operators to move
along a fence line with ease. The driver uses
an efficient Honda GX35 4-stroke motor to
give the best service life possible.

Timber stakes up to 35mm square /
Diameter less than 52mm

The CHPD52 has a 52mm receiver guide
tube which allows most standard posts and
pipe up to 50mm diameter, as well as timber
35mm square to be driven, while the CHPD78
has a redesigned lower hammer section
to allow much larger posts and pipe to be
driven right up to 75mm diameter without
any other adapters. The redesigned lower
hammer transfers the impact to the post
more efficiently allowing larger posts to be
driven with ease.

Square steel sections and angle
Up to 35mm square / 52mm diameter

Pipe up to 50mm OD
Such as 32NB pipe for sign posts
40NB pipe			
Waratah® Gripfast® Trellis Posts
		

Clipex® Beefy® Posts			
Waratah® Galstar Maxy® Posts			
Square steel sections and angle to
up to 50mm square / 76mm diameter
Posts up to 76mm diameter. Pipe up to 76mm OD
Such as 50 to 65NB pipe for strainer posts,
sign posts and guide posts

*

CHRISTIE

*

CHPD78

With optional CHPD GRND Earth Rod Reducing Bush (at cost)
With supplied CHPD78BUSH (78-52mmm Reducing Bush)

TM

ENGINEERING

christieengineering.com.au
Ph/Fax: 02 9620 1208

THE ONLY PICKET DRIVER THAT IS GREEN AND GOLD APPROVED
BY HONDA FOR AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS

enquiries@
christieengineering.com.au
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